
THE REFINEMENT OF CD-R machines has
now reached something of a plateau. We’ve
ripped through the R/RW issue, bypassed the

SRC problem, added all manner and variety of I-O,
twinned drives, made the replication process even
more straightforward, and thrown in some text. What
will follow now is the continued maturation of the
process although I don’t believe that we should expect
any further drops in price as ‘pro’ machines are now
about as cheap as they can be or ought to be.

I’ll come clean right at the top and say that I 
believe the CDRW402 represents the definitive
distillation of all the features that can now be expected
of a CD-R machine.

Tascam has been uncharacteristically unremarkable
in its pursuit of the CD-R game, which is a surprising
given its depth of strength in the manufacture of drives
for the computer market. While perfectly adequate in
most respects, Tascam standalone audio CD-R
machines have been playing catch up with the other
main protagonists. 

The CDRW402 changes all that. It’s a two-drive
machine; Drive 2 is for recording and Drive 1 for
playback. What sets it apart from others is the ability
to defeat and view ISRC code on Disc-At-Once
recordings and view RID (Recorder Identification Data)
which identifies the machine that a disc was created
on. More significantly though, Drive 1 is able to edit
the TOC of an inserted disc, which it achieves by
creating a ‘Virtual’ and temporary TOC. While this
information is lost once the drive door is opened, you
can combine a track with the one immediately before
it and erase tracks from the TOC. You can also divide
a track in two and refine a track’s start and end point.

If, like me, you have accumulated a load of CDs that
contain perfect audio moments but with scrappy
beginnings and endings, missed track IDs and
wrongly inserted track IDs, plus some unwelcome
extras that should never have got on in the first place,
you will immediately see the appeal of this TOC editing
system. The alternative is to dump the lot out in to a
workstation, tidy it up and burn another in best. This
way you can do it all on the original CD, prep it all up
in the machine and then get on with something else
while it burns another ‘best’ disc for you on to the
recording drive. This really works and I wish I had the
machine for a little longer to complete the clean up jobs
that I’ve been promising myself.

Those who remember and value sub track index
markers, once prevalent but now sadly neglected, will
be pleased to know that this machine will record them
from incoming SPDIF and will also allow you to enter
them manually. This pleases me as indexes are really
useful things, but strangely neither drive in the
CDRW402 will allow you to access them on playback
even though they will display them.

Prayers have also been answered with regard to
CD-Text entry as the front panel has a PS2 socket
allowing connection of a keyboard and, you’ve

guessed it, text entry the way that nature now intends
it. Why has it taken so long for this simple addition to
become a feature of CD-R machines? 

What can I tell you? You’ll use it and soon won’t
know how you lived without it. It’s a simple process
and you get remote control of the machine from the
keyboard thrown in to the bargain just like on a DAW.

Disc copying options are Disc Copy, Program Copy
(from a programmed playlist on Drive 1), A-B Copy
(copies between Drive 1’s two location points only), A-
B Excluded Copy (the whole disc minus the bit between
the two location points), and the essential Disc-At-
Once. You can also compare the results. All the popular
interpretations of sync recording are supported.

It’s worth pointing out that the CDRW402 manages
to combine full CD-R/RW functionality with some
playback features that are more normally associated
with standalone dedicated CD players. These include a
cue point, described as the last point at which the
transport went from Ready Mode to Play, auto cue for
lining up to the beginning of modulation, auto ready
for skipping on to the next track ready for  playback,
and incremental play, which jumps on to the next
track whenever Stop is pressed. Drive 1 also gets +/-
9.9% varispeed but both have access to a Jog wheel
function that loops over a user-defined length for
accurate cueing.

Getting around the machine, which ought to be
difficult given the number of features on offer, is very
straightforward. Dedicated buttons are provided for
all the important things, transport controls feel
positive, and the menu structure (different for the two
drives) is logical.

One of the best things is that menus can be
accessed while the thing is playing. This might sound
obvious but is not possible with all CD-R machines.
Things like fade in and fade out times are menu set but
have a dedicated button for activation.

A look at the rear panel draws the line in the sand.
Drive 2 gets phono and optical I-Os, analogue phono
I-Os, and balanced XLR I-Os. Drive 1 has phono and
optical digital outputs, analogue phono output, and
balanced XLR output. An additional common

analogue phono output follows the front panel
headphones monitor selector.

There’s also a multipin control I-O port and a socket
for the well-featured but unfussy wired remote. This is
split between dedicated switch clusters for the two
drives but also includes a numeric key pad for direct
track access that can be switched between either drive.

As I mentioned earlier on, the CDRW402 is state of
the art from a features standpoint and it achieves this
through a remarkably robust package that really
justifies the professional moniker on the front. It is
quite possibly the best all-round CD-R solution
currently available and it will take some beating. ■
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If you’re new to the CD-R game then you’ve arrived at an interesting time. The sort of machine you can buy today bears little resemblance
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Brilliant presentation and
implementation; full ‘current’ feature
set; keyboard text entry; all the I-Os in
all the flavours

I’d really like to be able to think of
something

The CC-222 combines a ‘professional-
quality’ stereo cassette deck with a CD-
RW drive and, through the inclusion of
grounded RIAA phono inputs that can
be connected directly to a turntable,

provides a convenient means of creating
CDs from vinyl. External connections
also permit the recording of cassettes.
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